**SYSTEM ENTRY DATE OVERRIDE**

- Leave blank for normal PPP744 processing. (When the SYSTEM ENTRY DATE OVERRIDE is blank, PPP744 will default the System Entry Date to the date PPP744 is run.)
- Enter a date value to be placed on HDB entries for special PPP744 processing. See **CAUTION**, below.

**SYSTEM ENTRY TIME OVERRIDE**

- Leave blank for normal PPP744 processing. (When the SYSTEM ENTRY TIME OVERRIDE is blank, PPP744 will default the System Entry Time to the time PPP744 is run.)
- Enter a time value to be placed on HDB entries for special PPP744 processing. See **CAUTION**, below.

**NOTE:** If a System Entry Time Override value is entered, and System Entry Date Override is blank, PPP744 will assign both System Entry Date and System Entry Time from individual Employee Change File records.

---

**CAUTION**

Use of the SYSTEM ENTRY DATE OVERRIDE and/or the SYSTEM ENTRY TIME OVERRIDE is intended for processing outside the normal sequence of HDB data capture. The primary purpose of these overrides is to force a specific System Entry Date/Time stamp onto HDB entries made by PPP744.

Use of either of these two overrides should be undertaken with extreme caution as HDB indexes and/or data can easily be corrupted by running PPP744 with an override which causes insertion of HDB entries for a date/time which falls between two date/times already recorded on the HDB. It is recommended that a thorough review of HDB data be conducted both before and after running PPP744 with either System Entry Date or System Entry Time overrides.